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Disclaimer

Te Kete Hono - SchoolTalk provides collaborative professional development and 
educational tools to promote educational innovations in learning and teaching and we 
intend that our intellectual property (IP) should be used for the public benefit of achieving 
educational improvement and equity. 

However, the use of SchoolTalk collateral is subject to our need to derive sustainable 
returns from the commercial development of our IP, and is only available to schools that 
have signed an agreement with us and paid their license fees. 



Module 5 - Gap analysis

Within this training module, you will familiarise yourself with:
2.0 What is a Gap Analysis?

2.1 Creating a new Gap Analysis Report - video

2.2 Backfill prompt- video

2.3 Marking/removing marking- video

2.4 Adding evidence- video

2.5 Retrieve and update a Gap Analysis- video

2.6 Key symbols and colours used in the gap analysis



2.0 What is a Gap Analysis Report?

A gap analysis is used to delve deeper into where your learners are 
currently sitting.

Through a gap analysis, you are able to clearly see what learners have 
achieved, what their next steps are, where there are gaps, where learners 
might be ready for extension, and to identify opportunities for 
personalised and differentiated learning. 

A gap analysis can be created with any progressions, at the global or 
granular level, with any group of students. This allows you to more 
confidently and accurately plan to ensure the best outcomes for all of 
your learners.



2.1 Create a new Gap Analysis Report

These videos will demonstrate the 
creation of a gap analysis when 
there is no prior marking 
completed (top right), and a gap 
analysis when marking has 
occurred prior (bottom right).

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jegE63oX2ZY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jegE63oX2ZY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbbfMQTh6A0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbbfMQTh6A0


2.2 What is the backfill prompt?

The backfill prompt will appear 
when you mark a progression for a 
learner at a level where no 
previous levels have been marked, 
or where there are gaps in the 
lower levels. It is designed so that 
you do not have to mark of 
previous years of learning 
individually.

This video will explain how it works.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wGZ7LGqaFrGn82C6yADIHnothS3PGvbwv4M1GxH9gec/edit?usp=share_link
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKzqfm1afWk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKzqfm1afWk


2.3 Marking and removing achievement data from a Gap 
Analysis

You can easily mark learner 
achievement for individuals or groups 
of learners in a Gap Analysis. 

Sometimes you may incorrectly mark 
a student as having achieved an 
outcome. In all of the places you can 
mark progress, you can also remove 
it.

 This video will explain how marking 
works in gap analysis.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wGZ7LGqaFrGn82C6yADIHnothS3PGvbwv4M1GxH9gec/edit?usp=share_link
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOOxwfkhxzY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOOxwfkhxzY


2.4 Adding Evidence to a Gap Analysis

Sometimes you might want to add 
evidence for an individual or group of 
learners, to support your marking. This can 
take different forms. For example:

● A comment explaining an observation
● A comment referring to the place the 

learners work can be found.
● A photo of learner work
● A link to a google drive doc
● An uploaded file

This video will explain the different options

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wGZ7LGqaFrGn82C6yADIHnothS3PGvbwv4M1GxH9gec/edit?usp=share_link
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTEoQ8bxYgk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTEoQ8bxYgk


2.5 Retrieve and update an existing Gap Analysis Report

You are able to retrieve a saved report 
in order to add and analyse data over 
time. This can be created by you or 
anyone else. This is particularly useful 
when multiple classes are working on 
the same area of learning.

You can also:

● Rename a Gap Analysis
● Edit existing progressions

This video will guide you through these 
steps

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wGZ7LGqaFrGn82C6yADIHnothS3PGvbwv4M1GxH9gec/edit?usp=share_link
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oa6qEHqULaA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oa6qEHqULaA


1. Student self assessment has been uploaded and requires checking

2. Goal has been set for this progression

3. Pieces of evidence attached to this progression (teacher and learner)

4. This progression was backfilled from a higher level

5. This progression has been marked off as achieved

2.6 Key Symbols and colours in the Gap Analysis
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